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ABSTRACT
In discussions of Bousso’s Covariant Entropy Bound, the Null Energy Condition is always
assumed, as a sucient but not necessary condition which helps to ensure that the en-
tropy on any lightsheet shall necessarily be nite. The spectacular failure of the Strong
Energy Condition in cosmology has, however, led many astrophysicists and cosmologists
to consider models which violate all of the energy conditions, and indeed the current
data do not completely rule out such models. The NEC also has a questionable status
in brane cosmology: it is probably necessary to violate the NEC in the bulk in order to
obtain a \self-tuning" theory of the cosmological constant. In order to investigate these
proposals, we modify the Karch-Randall model by introducing NEC-violating matter into
AdS5 in such a way that the brane cosmological constant relaxes to zero. The entropy
on lightsheets remains nite. However, we still nd that the spacetime is fundamentally
incompatible with the Covariant Entropy Bound machinery, in the sense that it fails the
Bousso-Randall consistency condition. We argue that the entropy bound probably forbids
all violations of the NEC, and that the entropy bound is in fact the fundamental physical
principle underlying the NEC.
1. The Status of the Null Energy Condition
One of the major themes of recent theory has been the concept of holography, which
originated from considerations of black hole entropy. This aspect of holography has been
developed into the Covariant Entropy Bound [1]. The entropy bound is particularly
important as a testing ground for holographic ideas because it has been articulated with
great precision and clarity.
Previous discussions of the entropy bound have assumed the validity of the Null Energy
Condition [NEC], which just requires that for any null vector na, the stress tensor should
satisfy
Tabn
anb  0. (1)
While this condition is not, in fact, particularly well-motivated in general | the physical
meaning of \observers" moving at the speed of light is dubious indeed | it is rather
reasonable here. For without it we must expect, in general, to nd zero-vorticity null
congruences with permanently negative expansion, and this would generically lead to
\lightsheets" [1] with innite entropy. Until very recently, in any case, few doubted the
universal validity of the NEC [except perhaps in very exotic circumstances, remote from
observations [2]]. Furthermore, it was generally thought that there are strong theoretical
reasons for doubting the existence of NEC-violating matter.
The sensational failure of the Strong Energy Condition revealed by the discovery
of cosmic acceleration [3] has, however, changed many attitudes to energy conditions.
Recently, old arguments for the NEC have been challenged [4][5][6] and the observational
situation has been reviewed more critically [7]. As the full extent of the challenge to
the NEC does not appear to have been widely appreciated, let us very briefly survey the
current position.
There is now convincing observational evidence that the density of the baryonic and
dark matter in our universe is far smaller than the critical density. Yet the many successes
of the CDM model provide, along with the cosmic microwave data obtained in recent
years, an almost equally convincing argument that the universe is spatially flat. General
Relativity then implies that our world must contain vast quantities of \dark energy"
with a positive density which reconciles the two sets of observations. The celebrated
supernova observations merely conrm this conclusion. [See [8] for a cautious review of
the observations.]
None of this is very strange; the fact that we cannot \see" most of the contents of
our universe is regrettable but not unexpected. What is strange is the time evolution
of the density of the dark energy. At the time of the synthesis of the light elements,
its density must have been negligible compared with the density of radiation. Yet today
it dominates all other forms of matter and energy combined. The usual inference is
that the dark energy has an extraordinary property: its density does not change as the
universe expands. [Alternatively, it is assumed that its density declines very slowly, as
in quintessence models; see [8].] This is the cosmological constant model. But if we are
willing to entertain such a strange possibility, we should also be willing to consider the
possibility that the dark energy density actually increases as the universe expands. This
is, after all, the most obvious interpretation of the facts: the dark energy density was
negligible in the past, is dominant now, and presumably | unless we are privileged to
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live at a very special point in time | will be still more dominant in the future.
In fact, Frampton [9] has recently argued that \stringy dark energy" cosmologies [10],
descendants of the well-known Brandenberger-Vafa cosmologies [11], naturally lead to an
increasing density for the dark energy. Thus we do have a strong theoretical motivation
for entertaining this kind of behaviour for the dark energy. To see the consequences of




+ 3(ρ + p)
da
dt
/a = 0. (2)
This may be written as
d ln(ρ)
d ln(a)
= −3(1 + w), (3)
where w is the cosmological equation-of-state parameter, the ratio of pressure to density,
and a is the scale factor. Thus we see that the density is constant if w = −1, the case
of a cosmological constant, and that it increases as the universe expands only if w < −1.
Thus Frampton is asking us to take such values seriously.
While Frampton’s theory appears to be the rst string-based model actually to require
w < −1 as a matter of basic principle, such values for w have in fact been proposed in
quite a number of recent works. We shall now give a very compressed and incomplete
survey of this literature. The intention here is not to persuade the reader that w < −1,
but merely to demonstrate that such values are not completely out of the question. The
works in question can be roughly categorised as follows.
First, one of the earliest instances of a challenge to the NEC arose in connection
with inflation, where, in some versions, upward fluctuations of the Hubble parameter are
required. The Einstein equations imply that such fluctuations must violate the NEC. See
[13] for a discussion of this.
Second, scalar elds have of course long played an important role in cosmology, and
non-minimally coupled scalars can easily lead to interesting violations of the NEC. See
for example [14][15][16][17], and also [18] for a dierent approach.
Third, it is well known that quantum eects can lead to local violations of the NEC;
see [19][20][21] for a sample of recent important work, and note that some of this work calls
into question the widespread belief that quantum violations of the NEC are necessarily
tightly constrained, particularly in higher dimensions. Violations of the NEC arising
in quantum eld theory have been directly applied to cosmology in several papers by
Parker and collaborators [22]; this work is notable for its specic prediction that w should
indeed be less than −1. See also [23]. Quantum gravity theories can also lead to such
phenomena: see for example [24], which requires strong violations of the NEC in the
remote past [though not at present].
Fourth, [at least temporary] violations of the NEC are required in many models which
attempt to replace the Big Bang with a [smooth] \bounce". Much of this work has been
stimulated by the \cyclic" and \ekpyrotic" theories [25][26]. See [27][28] for a sample of
this literature. It is particularly important to note that bounces can arise from effective
violations of the NEC when a generalised action involving higher-derivative terms is used.
This point is explored in a major work of Tsujikawa, Brandenberger, and Finelli [29].
Fifth, NEC violations appear quite naturally in braneworld cosmologies: see [30] and
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its references for examples. The w < −1 aspect is discussed explicitly in [31]. Recently
Dabrowski and co-workers [32] have made the claim that realistic braneworld cosmologies
actually demand w < −1. A very important development in this line is the work of Kachru
and McAllister [33], who discuss an NEC-violating braneworld model in the context of
the Klebanov-Strassler solution of a Calabi-Yau compactication of II B string theory.
Whether or not it is realistic, this example is important because it is often argued against
NEC-violating theories that the underlying matter elds violate unitarity. That is indeed
the case for very simple matter models, such as a single scalar eld, but the Kachru-
McAllister example shows that it may not be so in more complicated cases. The point is
that apparent misbehaviour of an eective four-dimensional theory can be alleviated at a
higher level. Notice too that this example indicates that string theory is not completely
incompatible with violations of the NEC.
Finally, and of course most importantly, the observational evidence for the Cosmolog-
ical NEC [that is, the statement that w  −1] is not entirely convincing, as Caldwell [7]
noted in a seminal paper; see also [34][35][36][37] for observationally-oriented papers in
which the possibility that w could be less than −1 is considered. One very recent analysis
[38] of the data claims, very tentatively, that they support the NEC; another [39], almost
simultaneous, claims that w < −1 is still a very real possibility. In short, the NEC is
not, as is widely believed, well supported by the observations: the data are, at present,
inconclusive.
We can summarise all this very simply: there are good theoretical and observational
reasons to question the universal validity of the NEC. This does not mean that the NEC,
or its cosmological version, should be abandoned forthwith. What it does mean is that
the truth of the NEC is not a trivial matter; it is no longer acceptable merely to assume
it without further comment. If it is eventually conrmed that the data point to w  −1,
this will mean that the Cosmological NEC is an observational fact requiring a theoretical
explanation, just as the cosmic acceleration is a fact requiring explanation. We propose
to seek this explanation in Bousso’s Covariant Entropy Bound [1].
While the NEC is, as explained earlier, very useful in discussions of the entropy bound,
it does not of course follow that the NEC is absolutely necessary here. In some cases, the
NEC-violating matter could be such that the entropy on lightsheets is still always nite.
If such examples can be found, then perhaps the entropy bound need no longer rely on the
NEC. We shall present an extremely simple example of this kind. It is motivated by the
\self-tuning" brane cosmologies. [See [40] for a recent discussion and for references.] In
these models, the cosmological constant on the braneworld is automatically \tuned away"
by the bulk, and the brane becomes flat. It has been shown by Cline and Firouzjahi [41]
that the most promising versions of this idea actually require a violation of the NEC in
the bulk [granted that it is not violated on the brane], so this is quite a natural context for
considering NEC-violation. We stress, however, that we are not proposing this as even a
quasi-realistic braneworld model. We shall not discuss the binding of the graviton to the
brane, the eect of more complicated models of NEC-violating matter, whether there are
interesting perturbations away from exact flatness of the brane, and so on. Our objectives
are more basic: we simply wish to determine whether this form of holography can make
sense in the presence of very simple NEC-violating matter.
The example is obtained, after a brief explanation of the usual motivation for using
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the NEC, by simply introducing NEC-violating matter into AdS5 in such a manner that
the negative cosmological constant on the well-known Karch-Randall brane [42][43] is
relaxed to zero. A numerical investigation shows that the entropy on lightsheets emanating
from the brane remains nite, conrming that the NEC is not necessary to ensure this.
Nevertheless, in the following section we show that the holographic formulation of this
situation is not just physically unrealistic | it is internally inconsistent, by the Bousso-
Randall consistency condition [44]. The meaning of this is discussed in the Conclusion.
2. The Raychaudhuri Equation and Lightsheets
Given a surface of n−1 spatial dimensions and area A in an n+1 dimensional spacetime,
the n dimensional null hypersurfaces corresponding to null geodesics pointing directly
towards directions in which the expansion, θ, is non-positive, are called [1] lightsheets.
The Covariant Entropy Bound states that the entropy on any lightsheet is bounded by
A/4 in Planck units. Obviously it is desirable that lightsheets should terminate at a nite
distance, since [except in special geometries like pure AdS, where an innite distance can
correspond to a nite volume] otherwise we are in danger of having innite entropy on
the lightsheet. By denition, the lightsheet terminates when the expansion is about to






2 − σabσab + ωabωab − 8piTabkakb, (4)
where λ is an ane parameter for a null geodesic congruence, ka is the tangent vector,
σab is the shear, and ωab is the vorticity, shows that lightsheets must terminate at a nite
value of the ane parameter, provided that the vorticity is zero and the NEC is satised.
[The equation governing the evolution of the vorticity [[45], page 223] ensures that if the
congruence is initially hypersurface-normal, then the vorticity is permanently zero, so we
can ignore this term.] For in that case, the right side is clearly negative if the initial
value of θ is non-zero, and it is easy to show that θ tends to −1 at a nite value of
λ. Again, for a generic geometry, this means that all lightsheets end on a caustic at a
nite distance from the initial area. If the NEC is not satised away from the initial
surface, then there are various possibilities. Firstly, of course, the rst two terms on the
right hand side may still dominate, and a caustic may still result. Alternatively, the last
term may dominate and cause θ eventually to increase and become positive without rst
diverging to −1. This would still be perfectly acceptable, since the lightsheet would
terminate when θ vanishes. [Of course, if the density and pressure are not constant,
we could have both kinds of behaviour, depending on the position of the brane.] The
problem lies in intermediate cases: if the positive and negative terms in the right side of
the Raychaudhuri equation both asymptotically approach constant values and cancel each
other, then θ might asymptotically approach some xed negative value or zero, without
ever diverging or vanishing. That is, θ might remain permanently negative, and so the
lightsheet might never terminate. Generically [that is, unless the geometry is very special]
that would mean that the entropy on the light sheet would not be nite, and so the entropy
bound could not be true. Thus the NEC is indeed very convenient in the context of the
entropy bound.
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It is clear from this discussion that it is not possible to make a general statement
about what happens to the entropy bound when the NEC is violated. Perhaps the NEC-
violating matter is such that θ either always diverges or always vanishes after a nite
ane parameter value, in which case the entropy bound would continue to make sense [if
nite ane parameter corresponds to nite distance]. One might think that it would be
dicult to construct an example of this kind, however. Surprisingly, guided by physical
considerations, one can in fact do this quite easily. This is the subject of the next section.
3. An Example of a NEC-Violating Spacetime With
Finite Entropy on Lightsheets
In view of the above discussion, we propose that a good way to probe fundamental aspects
of holography is to introduce NEC-violating matter into Anti-deSitter space, AdS5. Of
course, there are many ways in which one might do this. As the only form of NEC-violating
matter which is close to being observed is [possibly] the cosmological dark energy, it is
natural to use a \cosmological" model of the matter. In cosmology it is customary to
model the matter content of the universe with matter having a constant [or piecewise
constant] equation-of-state parameter w, simply because the data are not yet capable of
detecting variations of w with time. The simplicity of the resulting equation of state
allows one [46][47] to obtain an exact solution of the Einstein equation, and this again
is a major advantage. Therefore, to the extent that the densities and pressures of the
NEC-violating matter in our model can have a ratio diering from −1, we shall take the
ratio to be a constant.
In order to obtain a concrete model, we must now choose a particular representation
of AdS5. One of the most interesting representations of AdS5 is obtained by foliating it
by copies of AdS4. If g(AdSn) is the metric on AdSn, then this foliation is expressed by
g(AdS5) = dr ⊗ dr + cosh2( r
L
) g(AdS4), (5)
where r is a coordinate which ranges from −1 to +1, and L is the \radius" of AdSn.
This representation of the metric was used by Karch and Randall [42] to investigate the
\locality of localization". By cutting o the AdS5 bulk at some xed value of r, one
obtains a braneworld model with an AdS4 brane. Of course, this is not even a quasi-
realistic model [but see [48]] since the cosmological constant on the brane is negative;
in order to make it more realistic, one might try to modify the matter content of the
bulk in such a way that the negative cosmological constant on the brane relaxes to zero.
Although the models they consider are quite dierent, the results of Cline and Firouzjahi
[41] suggest that this can probably only be done by using NEC-violating matter. Thus
we have a very natural setting for investigating the holography of such matter: introduce
it into the Karch-Randall model in such a way that the brane cosmological constant is
reduced to zero. Of course our interest is in the holography, not in trying to produce a
truly realistic variant of the Karch-Randall model.
We therefore begin with the familiar ansatz
g(bulk) = dr ⊗ dr + e2A(r) ηijdxi ⊗ dxj, (6)
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where r is as above, where A(r) is a function to be determined and ηijdx
i ⊗ dxj is the
Minkowski metric. This is of course the standard metric ansatz for a bulk corresponding
to a flat brane; see for example [49]. Now if we consider forms of cosmological matter
which are designed to have pressure p and positive density ρ such that p < −ρ when
all elds depend only on time, then we shall nd that they behave in a similar way if
we introduce them into a geometry with a metric of the form given by equation 6. For
example, Caldwell [7] considers a toy model of NEC-violating matter obtained simply by
reversing the sign of the kinetic term in a standard scalar eld Lagrangian with a positive
potential. The [ve-dimensional] stress tensor of such a eld in the geometry given by
equation 6 is
Tµν = −∂µφ∂νφ + 1
2
gµν∂αφ∂
αφ− gµνV (φ), (7)
and if we assume now that φ depends only on r we nd that the density is
ρ = −1
2
(φ0)2 + V (φ), (8)
where φ0 is the derivative of φ with respect to r. The pressure transverse to the brane is
pT = −1
2
(φ0)2 − V (φ), (9)




(φ0)2 − V (φ), (10)
which of course is just the negative of ρ, as required by Poincare invariance in the direction
parallel to the brane. We see at once that ρ is always positive for suciently large
potentials, but that pT  −ρ. A similar result holds for the more complicated NEC-
violating matter discussed by Melchiorri et al [39]. Thus, introducing such matter into
a geometry given by equation 6, we will obtain in general a matter distribution with
anisotropic pressures; the pressure is equal to minus the density ρ in the direction parallel
to the brane, and the transverse pressure pT is less than −ρ .
As explained earlier, we shall follow cosmological practice and approximate the \transver-
sal equation of state" of the NEC-violating matter, whatever it may be, by
pT = wρ, (11)
where w is a constant satisfying w < −1. This matter is to be superimposed on the AdS5
background, with its density −3/(4piL2) and its pressure +3/(4piL2). From [49] we have
Einstein equations







+ pT ), (13)
where pT is related to ρ by equation 11.






and since 12 and 13 imply




= −4A0(ρ + pT ). (16)
Combining this with equation 11 we have
dpT
dA
= −4(1 + w−1)pT . (17)
It is convenient now to dene a parameter β by
β = 4(1 + w−1). (18)
Clearly β is a number satisfying 0 < β < 4. Solving equation 17 we obtain
pT = −Pe−βA, (19)





and this is a dierential equation to be solved for A.








and so our NEC-violating metric is







i ⊗ dxj. (22)
For values of r tending to 1, this is approximately




i ⊗ dxj. (23)
Thus we regain precisely the standard AdS5 metric near innity if we scale the coordinates
in the brane direction such that P = 3/piL2. Our metric is then
g(NECV ) = dr ⊗ dr + 4(2/β)cosh(4/β)(βr
2L
) ηijdx
i ⊗ dxj, (24)
and this discussion shows that our metric is asymptotic to the AdS5 metric in a quite
straightforward sense. Clearly the matter is concentrated near the \throat" at r = 0; the
density and pressure must approach the AdS values as we move towards the boundary.
In fact we have







where  = −6/L2 is the cosmological constant of the background AdS5. Thus indeed the
NEC-violating combination pT + ρ attains its maximum magnitude j Λβ32pi j at r = 0, and it
increases towards zero as the boundary is neared.
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Like the Karch-Randall metric, our metric is completely free of all singularities; and,
as in that case, the form of the metric suggests that the boundary is disconnected; but
this is not so. In both cases, the r = constant slices are themselves innitely large [AdS4
for Karch and Randall, Minkowski space here] and they all intersect \at innity" in such
a way that the boundary is in fact connected. Notice that, again as in the Karch-Randall
case, the function A satises A00 > 0; this is clear from equation 15. However, in the
Karch-Randall case this was due to the negative cosmological constant on the brane.
Here it is due simply to the fact that we are violating the NEC. In fact, if the conjectural
identication of the c-function given in [49] is correct, then the AdS/CFT interpretation
of NEC-violating matter in the bulk is precisely that the c-function of the CFT on the
boundary should evolve in just the opposite way to the usual. Naturally, as is pointed
out in [49], exotic matter in the bulk should correspond to exotic behaviour of the CFT
on the boundary.
Now, following Karch and Randall, we set up a braneworld at a specic negative value
of r, namely r = −c, where c is positive. We cut away all smaller values of r and reflect
around the cut point. [Henceforth, however, we shall ignore the other half of the bulk.]
Exactly as for Karch and Randall, we have a warp factor which decreases until r = 0 is
reached, where it \bounces" and then increases towards innity. The region of the bulk
corresponding to any given nite region on the brane evidently has innite volume.
The study of the lightsheets associated with the braneworld is very much simplied
by the following simple observation. The metric given by equation 24 may be written as
g(NECV ) = 4(2/β)cosh(4/β)(
βr
2L
)[ds⊗ ds + ηijdxi ⊗ dxj ], (26)







Evidently the metric is conformally flat. The equation governing the evolution of the
shear away from the brane [see [45], page 223],
karaσbc = −θσbc + hdbhecCjfegkfkg, (28)
where hab is the projection operator and Cabcd is the Weyl tensor, shows that if the shear
vanishes on the brane, then it will vanish everywhere in the bulk. So we can ignore the
shear term in the Raychaudhuri equation henceforth.
We now choose two null vectors, ka and la, perpendicular to the brane slice r = −c,









), lr = −1, lx = ly = lz = 0. (30)
Here ka corresponds to a ray of light moving into the bulk in the positive r direction.
Clearly kala = −2, and the projection operator is
hab = diag( 0, 0, 1, 1, 1 ). (31)
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Now the flat metric
ds⊗ ds + ηijdxi ⊗ dxj (34)
is obtained from g(NECV ), as given by equation 26, by means of the conformal trans-





Therefore the canonical parameter ~λ for null geodesics of the flat metric is obtained [see




























where A is a constant.
Now dr
dλ















Returning now to the Raychaudhuri equation and dropping, as explained, the terms

































This is the fundamental differential equation governing the evolution of the expansion as
we move into the bulk. The initial condition is given by equation 33. Bear in mind that,
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from equation 24, r has a direct metric signicance: it measures distances into the bulk
from the brane.
Despite the simplicity of its form, equation 41 cannot be solved exactly; a numerical
investigation is needed. Extensive trials reveal that the graphs of θ as a function of r are
always of two types, depending on the position of the brane [that is, the value of c.] The











As one might expect, when the brane is relatively far from the throat [where, it will
be remembered, the NEC-violating matter is most concentrated], then the expansion
initially decreases; however, as a ray encounters more of the NEC-violating matter near
to the throat, the expansion can begin to increase, or, if c is large, remain almost constant
for a while. Beyond the throat, however, it declines again, and the result is a caustic: the
NEC-violating matter is unable to prevent this in this case. A graph of a typical example
of θ(r) is given in Figure 1; notice that c has been chosen to be substantially larger than
L, which is what we mean by the brane being \relatively far" from the throat. The value
chosen for β, namely unity, corresponds by equation 18 to w = −4/3, a value compatible
with the observational data [39] and also chosen as an illustrative value by Frampton [9].












Figure 1: θ(r) with β = L = 1, c = 1.5
However, when the brane is relatively near to the throat, θ(r) immediately rises and
reaches zero; it continues to increase for a while beyond the throat, before decreasing and
tending asymptotically to zero from above. A typical example is shown in Figure 2: here
c < L.
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Figure 2: θ(r) with β = L = 1, c = 0.8
In both cases, the lightsheet terminates at a nite value of r, that is, at a nite distance
from the braneworld. In no case does the lightsheet extend innitely far into the bulk.
It would appear, then, that the NEC is, in this special case, superfluous: the entropy
on all lightsheets is nite. However, it does not follow from this that all is well with the
entropy bound in this case: there is another test to pass.
4. The Bousso-Randall Consistency Condition
If we consider the case illustrated in Figure 1, we see that there is a brane at r = −1.5,
and a caustic on the other side of the throat, at about r = 2.2. Let us call this value b.
The region corresponding to values of r between the brane and the caustic is called [44]
the holographic domain of the brane: it is the part of the bulk which is related to the brane
by holography. The region beyond the caustic is irrelevant to the brane. This led Bousso
and Randall to construct a very simple yet stringent consistency check: they point out
that this picture of holography can only really make sense if the brane holographic image
of a bulk particle \disappears" when the bulk particle leaves the holographic domain.
They gave a very elegant demonstration that, in the case of the Karch-Randall brane,
the holographic image moves out to the conformal innity of the AdS4 brane precisely
when the particle reaches the distance of the caustic [slightly beyond the throat] from the
brane. Thus the Karch-Randall model passes the consistency check.
The proof of consistency uses the concept of \causal diamonds", which is explained
very clearly in [44]; we refer the reader there for the details. Let P be a point in the bulk
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of our NEC-violating spacetime, located at r = r(P ), and let q be a point on the brane
which is reached by a ray of light from P . Using equation 24, we have
(dr)2 − 4(2/β)cosh(4/β)(βr
2L
) (dt)2 = 0. (43)
The holographic image of P is a thin shell on the brane, of radius given by the distance
light can cover in the time taken by the light to travel from P to q. Since the geometry








Bousso and Randall show that the corresponding formula for R(P ) in the Karch-Randall
case diverges precisely when r(P ) reaches b, the value of r at the edge of the holographic
domain. This is the \evanescence of the CFT shell" as the bulk particle leaves the








and this is always finite. Thus, as the bulk particle moves far beyond the holographic
domain of the brane, its \CFT shell" is still very much present on the brane; it shows no
sign of disappearing o to the conformal innity of Minkowski space. To put it another
way: one would expect a CFT shell that moves o to Minkowski conformal innity to
correspond to a particle moving beyond a horizon in the bulk, as happens for AdS5 when
it is foliated by Minkowski slices [in the familiar Poincare coordinates]. But here there is
no bulk horizon. It is worth noticing that this problem apparently arises because of the
niteness of c. Numerical investigations indicate that if we let the brane move towards
r = −1, then b tends to +1, so the holographic domain of the part of the boundary at
r = −1 is the entire bulk, and we obtain a consistent picture. [Similarly the holographic
domain of the part of the boundary at r = +1 is the whole bulk. There is no diculty
in the fact that the holographic domains overlap; this also occurs in the Karch-Randall
case, where the holographic domain of the brane protrudes slightly beyond the throat.]
We conclude, then, that a particle beyond the holographic domain of our brane, which
contributes nothing to the entropy on the brane lightsheets, is nevertheless detected by
the CFT on the brane. If holography is correct, this is simply a logical inconsistency. In
short, holography completely forbids a situation like this to arise.
5. Conclusion
It is dicult to over-state the importance of the cosmological NEC. If indeed w < −1, then
we may have to adapt ourselves to thinking of the Universe as an intrinsically unstable
system, just as an earlier generation had to learn to think of the Universe as being dynamic
rather than static. Furthermore, it is not easy to reconcile a violation of the NEC with
basic physical principles: if w < −1, then matter on the largest scales is governed by
radically new physics [7]. The fate of the entire Universe could be controlled by quantum-
gravitational eects acting not in the deep past, but in the here and now [50]. The
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Universe may be fated to end, not in a Crunch but in a Smash [7][5] [that is, a nal
singularity in which the cosmological scale factor tends to innity in a nite proper time.]
Alternatively, it may be [38] that the Universe does not violate the NEC. If so, the fact
remains [39] that it comes perilously close to doing so, and it is essential to understand
what prevents values of w close to −1 from becoming values slightly less than −1. It
may seem a great extrapolation to conclude from the example studied here that it is
holography that plays this role. However, we wish to draw attention not just to the fact
that holography forbids violations of the NEC in this particular example, but also to
the way in which the prohibition is expressed. Holography, in this example, does not
just predict something strange when NEC-violating matter is introduced into AdS5: in
fact, it fails to predict anything at all; it becomes completely incoherent; it claims both
that the brane is aware of an excitation beyond the edge of the lightsheet, and that it
is not. It may help to compare this with classical General Relativity. If we introduce
unusual forms of matter into Minkowski space, then the theory may predict very strange
spacetime structure. But if we tried to claim that we had introduced into Minkowski
space a form of matter which is not locally conserved, then General Relativity tells us
nothing, because of the Bianchi identities. The situation that results when NEC-violating
matter is introduced into AdS5 is similar. It suggests to us that holography forbids all
violations of the NEC, under any circumstances. If this is so, then astrophysical analyses
of the value of w are direct observational tests of holography.
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